
                                                              April--.2010 
 
Messrs, 
 
                 Subject; Safety Precaution of Volcano gun type burner 
                  Type VJ  installed on your auxiliary boiler         
 
Dear sirs, 
 
 We are writing to you concerning an incident recently occurred on our gun type oil 
burner type VJ that is installed on the auxiliary boiler plant. 
We hereby again wish to remind our customers of importance of adhering to safety 
bulletin, which was sent before by us and has been again enclosed herewith. 
 
1. Incident; 

On November18, 2008, auxiliary boiler furnace installing our VJ type oil burner  
flashed back and a ship’s engineer was burned. 
The detail is shown in the report issued by Australian Transport Safety Bureau 
(ASTB). 

（http://www.atsb.gov.au/publications/investigation_reports/2008/mair/258-mo-2008-010.aspx） 

 
2. The root cause of the incident; 

It is highly likely that the repeated unsuccessful attempts of relighting the burner  
without eliminating the cause of ignition failure allowed unburned fuel to  
accumulate until explosive vapor was preset in the furnace. Under such condition,  
the flashback was caused. 
(This warning is clearly described in our safety bulletin.) 
 

3. Safety recommendation; 
1)We like you to make sure that our safety bulletin sent before by us and enclosed  

herewith again should be in hand of ship crews who handle a boiler and instruct  
them to read carefully. If necessary, please arrange necessary training of ship crews  
for safety operation. 

2) We also strongly remind you that the operation and the maintenance service  
 should be done strictly by adhering to the safety bulletin  

If not, you will be exposed to the risk of same kind of accident as described  

http://www.atsb.gov.au/publications/investigation_reports/2008/mair/258-mo-2008-010.aspx


in ASTB`s report. 
4. Other information; 
 

As per ASTB`s report, we will advice as follows; 
 

We have many types of burners. One of such burners is  
“ direct ignition” type oil burner ,named “VJ” and we have other type of pressure jet  
type burner fitted with the pilot burner, named “VJP”.  
If you wish to have a burner fitted with pilot burner, we advise that the existing 
burner could be replaced with VJP type burner or could be modified. 
If you are interested to know how much cost is required for the replacement and how  
different two models are, we are happy to give you necessary information. 

 
Click the followings for reading:  

1. ATSB TRANSPORT SAFETY INVESTIGATION REPORT  

Marine Occurrence Investigation Report No.258 Final  

（http://www.atsb.gov.au/publications/investigation_reports/2008/mair/258-mo-2008-010.aspx） 

2. SAFETY PRECAUSIONS 

3. WARNING PLATES (2sheets)  

 
If you have any question, please feel free to contact persons mentioned below. 

 
Mr.Oka-Manger / Mr.Adachi  
Volcano Co.,Ltd. 
1-3-38 Nonaka –Kita, Yodogawa- Ku, Osaka, Japan 
Tel ; 81-(0)-6-6392-5541 
Fax;81-(0)-6-6396-7609 
E-mail;m-adachi@volcano.co.jp 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
Volcano Co.,Ltd 
 
Takashi Kurimoto 
Director,Genreral Manager 
Combustion Engineering Div., 

http://www.atsb.gov.au/publications/investigation_reports/2008/mair/258-mo-2008-010.aspx
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